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iVest to Award Three MacVicar
'Fellowships at Reception Today

~Headof NAACPSpeaks at the
c25th Annual MLK Celebration

KRZYSroF GAlOS-THE TECH

-Miuketa-Vafterova '00 Intimidates Anla Busza '99 In
Dramashop's production of The Good Person of Szechuan,
opening this weekend In Uttle Kresge Theater.
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Alexander H. Slocum -
Slocum, an associate professor

introductory classes and offering
courses in both the spring and fall
semesters in order to decrease class
size."

Kaiser currently teaches
Introduction to Genetics (7.03) and
Method and Logic in Molecular
Biology (7.50). He is also the
associate editor of the Molecular
Biology of the Cell, a national
biology publication.

CA Man Charged for Sending Racist
E-mail; MIT Students Are Affected
By Jennifer Chung Mrozek said. In addition to the FBI, spring, recipients of the e-mail, as
NEWS EDITOR the United States Commission on well as the MIT Hispanic community,

Federal prosecutors filed civil Civil Rights was also contacted. were shocked.
rights charges on Jan. 28 against a During the investigation, the FBI "At first, I just thought it was a
California man Who sent e-mail contacted and served subpoenas on a prank," said one e-mail recipient,
death threats to over 70 Hispanic number of Internet service providers who wished to remain anonymous.
people across the nation, including to obtain information about the After reading further, however, it
25 students at MIT. sender of the e-mails, Mrozek said. appeared "too destructive to be a

The e-mails, which were sent on Officials were then able to trace the prank," the recipient said. "I was
March 7, 1998, were traced bye-mails to the computer that sent the kind of surprised." The victim
federal officials and others to messages, and later, identify Quon described the e-mail as "rather
Kingman Quon of Corona, as the sender. ( insulting."
California. "We believe that [Quon] "There was some discontent, and

The e-mail claimed that primarily found the names on web some people were just outraged that
Hispanics are in college because of sites for various institutions," he they were getting such e-mails at a
affirmative action, and repeatedly said. Employees of the National place like MIT, where one's brain
threatened the life of the recipient. Aeronautics and Space matter is supposed to matter more

"In addition to threatening the Administration, Indiana University, than their ethnicity or nationality,"
recipients, the e-mails contained the Xerox Corporation, the Texas said Andres Elenes '00, president of
ra'cial assaults on Hispanics," Hispanic Journal, and the Internal La Uni6n Chicana por Aztllln.
according to a press release issued Revenue Service also received e- According to Elenes, some
by the United States Attorney's mails. students talked to the Office of the
Office in Los Angeles. Quon has agreed to plead guilty Dean of Students and Undergraduate

Federal authorities began to seven counts of violating Education. However, several deans
investigating the cas.e when a constitutionally protected rights at '~ust told us that they would do their
faculty member at California State his arraignment this Monday. The best to look into the problem, but
University at Los Angeles contacted maximum possible sentence is seven more than likely nothing was going
the Federal Bureau of Investigation years in a federal prison, according to come of it," he said.
within an hour of receiving the e- to a press release by the Members of LUChA discussed
mail, according to United States This is the nation's second the incident with each other at
Attorney Central District of federal case to involve an Internet meetings.
California Public Affairs Officer hate crime. "We were upset that someone
Thorn Mrozek. actually had enough anger inside of

"The FBI were brought in the MIT students outraged at e-mails
same day the e-mails were sent out," When Quon sent the e-mails last E-mail, Page 17

Vest pledges MIT's support
President Charles M. Vest also

took the opportunity in his
introduction of the honorable
Mfume to reaffirm MIT's support of
affirmative action in light of an

MLK, Page 16

Mfume warned against embracing
precedents to eliminate affirmative
action, saying that "they chip away
at the ability of people who want to
come behind you [students] and sit
where you sit."

Each MacVicar Fellow serves a
10-year term and receives partial
salary support, as well as an annual
scholar's allowance.

As part of the MacVicar Day
celebration, the Institute will host
James O. Freedman, president
emeritus of Dartmouth College, who
will give a talk entitled "Great
Teachers, Great Teaching."The event
is open to the MIT community.

Christopher A. Kaiser
Honored to be named a MacVicar

Fellow, Kaiser said the program is
important because "it is more than
just a simple award. The program
works to encourage better teaching in
the long run by generating new ideas
and insights into undergraduate
teaching."

Kaiser's ideas for improving
undergraduate education at MIT
include "breaking up the larger

Defending affirmative action
Mfume's speech also touched on

MIT's use of affirmative action.

. colors," Mfume added, and "our
survival will depend increasingly on
dealing with our increasingly
diverse community."

Mfume acknowledged that "the
light does burn bright at MIT."
However, a responsibility to change
the world comes with MIT's
greatness, Mfume said. "Technology
makes it possible to network but
also to live in isolation."

By Rima Arnaout
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDIroR

Kweisi Mfume, President and
Chief Executive Officer of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People,

f discussed the legacy of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. in the face oftoday's
racial injustices yesterday morning

..;n Walker Memorial at the 25th
,-"Annual MLK Celebration breakfast.

"Discrimination is not an artiCle
of the past. It is an article of the

.'present," Mfume said in his speech.
"Colored people come in all

.By Kristen landino
'.':.'[.~FF REPORTER

Professor of Biology Chris A.
Kaiser Ph.D '87, Professor of

"Mechanical Engineering Alexander
H. Slocum Ph.D '85, and Professor
of Urban Studies and Planning
.Lawrence 1. Vale SM '88 will be

i awarded MacVicar Fellowships for'
/ excellence in undergraduate teaching
} today at a reception hosted by

. President Charles M. Vest.
The MacVicarFacultyFellowship

Program was established in 1992 in
memory of Margaret L. A. MacVicar

. ; '65, a former MIT dean for
, undergraduateeducation and founder
of the undergraduate research
opportunitiesprogram.

: There are currently 31 MacVicar
Fellows who meet on a regular basis
to discuss new ideas on how to

i enrich the undergraduate educational
experience.

GREG KUHNEN-THE TECH

Sara Jo Ellce '01 has a brief relapse of affection for her old
flame, Carson Schutze G In the Musical Theater Guild's

) , production of She Loves Me, opening tonight In La Sala de
Puerto Rico.

.1'

Burchard Scholars named by
HASS school.
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REPORTER'S NOTEBOOK
Registration Day Porn is a
pleasure to behold.
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pattern intended to confuse his~
adversaries.

He has apparently moved some
equipment into the zones, which are
south of the 33rd parallel and north~
of the 36th parallel. But, "overall,
there's a net reduction," this official
said. "He's had only two choices:
Move it or lose it." ,

It is next to impossible to assess
how many casualties the Iraqis have
suffered in the course of the air.:.;,;,
defense strikes, but analysts say
troops and crews often work near
the equipment.

U.S. officials say Hussein's deci- ,
sion to regroup and reposition some
of his air defenses reflects the
biggest limitation on his strategy _'.
military morale. - .,

"There's clearly been a lot of dis- .
may and disaffection among his ,
supporters in the military, who feel"t
as if they're being asked to imple~
ment hopeless missions and fruit-
lessly squander military lives in the
process," Pollack said. -\.

Since Operation DeseJt Fox,
Hussein has- alienated the Arab
world by calling for the ouster of 1
key leaders. His provocations have
also kept at a distance the new
Turkish government of Prime
Minister Bulent Ecevit, an old-style.."

.~

bipartisan resolution to censure the .
president - presumably after his -r.

acquittal.
Feinstein has been working

behind the scenes to build support '~
for such a resolution, which would "
require only a simple majority to
pass. It's fate, though, remains
uncertain.

The 70-30 vote to bar
Lewinsky's live testimony marked
the first time in the impeachment.
trial that the GOP did not vote as a ~""•
bloc - 25 Republican senators
joined with the chamber's 45
Democrats in opposing the request
for Lewinsky to provide additional
testimony.

Lewinsky made 22 appearances
last year before a federal grand jury, j.
and was questioned privately on
Monday by House prosecutors.

U.S.-British airstrikes on his
country. Iraqi fighter planes have
repeatedly flown into the proscribed
zones and occasionally fired at
allied warplanes. Anti-aircraft mis-
si Ie batteries have "locked" their
radar on the U.S. and British jets,
often a prelude to an attack.

In response, the allied air armada
has struck about 40 surface-to-air .
missile batteries, knocking out
roughly 20 percent of Hussein's
long-range SAM installations,
according to U.S. defense officials.

By that reckoning, the intermit-
tent skirmishing has been more pun-
ishing than Operation Desert Fox,
the December assault that targeted
34 air-defense batteries and struck
about two-thirds of them.

President Clinton gave military
commanders latitude last month to
respond with broad counterattacks
on Hussein's air defenses any time
Iraqi planes or radar make threaten-
ing moves.

The no-fly zones were imposed
after the 1991 Persian Gulf War to
shield the Kurdish minority in the
north and dissident Shiites in the
south from air attack.

A defense official said Hussein
has been moving equipment around
rapidly, following a long-established

The White House agreed.
"(Thursday's) vote rejecting the
House managers' request for live
witnesses indicates the Senate
appears ready to bring this trial to a
conclusion," said presidential
spokesman Joe Lockhart.

In a further sign of the gathering
momentum toward the finish line,
Republicans backed away from
pushing a proposal to adopt a "find-
ing of fact" resolution that would
declare the case against Clinton
essentially proven but stop short of
removing him from 'office.
Democrats had vehemently opposed
the proposal, arguing that it is not
permitted in an impeachment trial.

With the trial's end now clearly
in sight, Democrats, led by Sen.
Dianne Feinstein of California,
escalated their efforts to craft a

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
has begun withdrawing air-defense
batteries, artillery, troops and other
materiel from his country's northern
and southern "no-fly" zones in the
face of steady strikes by American
and British warplanes, U.S. officials
said Thursday.

Although the withdrawals may
be temporary, U.S. officials pointed
to the regrouping as evidence of the
effectiveness of a six-week cam-
paign in which allied warplanes
have inflicted substantial damage on
Iraqi air defenses without losing any
aircraft or pilots.

Some U.S. officials speculate
that Hussein may be changing his
strategy out of fear that the seem-
ingly one-sided fight could demoral-
ize the armed forces that are the
foundation of his strength.

"He's been demonstrating to his
constituencies his weakness, not his
strength," a senior Clinton adminis-
tration official said.

Hussein has been challenging
jets patrolling the Western-imposed
no-fly zones since mid-December,
after intensive

WASHINGTON

By Paul Richter
and Robin Wright
LOS ANGELES TIMES

By Edwin Chen
and Marc Lacey
LOS ANGELES TIMES

WASHINGTON

WEATHER

Iraq Withdraws Forces From ·
No-Fly Zonesafter Air Strikes~

The Senate Thursday over-
whelmingly rejected a bid by House
prosecutors for live testimony by
Monica S. Lewinsky in President
Clinton's impeachment trial, but it
allowed excerpts of her videotaped
deposition to be aired on Saturday.

The strongly bipartisan vote bar-
ring Lewinsky's live testimony put
the Senate squarely on track to con-
clude the proceeding by the end of
next week.

"I thought it was a critical day
and guarantees now that we're mov-
ing to the final phase of the
impeachment trial," said Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott (R-
Miss.) .

Senate Reje~ ,LiveTestimony
By Lewinsky, Nears Conclusion :.'

Video Damages Microsoft's Case
LOSANGELES TIMES

Microsoft Corp. seriously damaged its chances of winning its
antitrust trial, experts say, when it showed in court this week a contro-
versial video that was supposed to prove a key point in its defense but
instead blew up in the company's face and undermined its credibility.

The videotape fiasco is the latest in a series of courtroom gaffes
that Microsoft has committed in its landmark antitrust battle with the
U.S. Justice Department, 19 states and the District of Columbia.

In recent weeks Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates, appearing in
court on videotape, and a handful of other company executives and
expert witnesses have performed poorly, sometimes drawing derisive
comments from an exasperated U.S. District Court Judge Thomas
Penfield Jackson.

"I think Microsoft is doomed," said James R. Loftis, a veteran
Washington antitrust lawyer who is past chairman of the antitrust sec-
tion of the American Bar Association.

"This (video snafu) poses a significant problem for them because
it permits the judge to make findings as to the credibility and reliabil-
ity of Microsoft's witnesses," Loftis said. "Those are findings the
court of appeals will not be able to reverse" should Microsoft lose
this round and try to win on appeal, which some observers believe is
the company's long-term strategy.

NASA Crisis May Affect Safety
LOS ANGELES TIMES

Strapped by budget cuts, hiring freezes, buy-outs and early retire-
ments, NASA now faces a personnel "crisis" that may soon leave it
without the expertise it needs to manage America's space program
safely, the agency's independent safety panel warned Thursday.

The shortage of trained technicians at NASA's manned space flight
centers "can jeopardize otherwise safe operations." Moreover, the
agency's inability to attract new talent clouds its future, the panel said.

William Readdy, head of NASA's space shuttle program, acknowl-
edged Thursday that the agency has not been able to hire the new
engineers and scientists it would like, but said that NASA's commit-
ment to safety has not eroded.

Independent space policy analysts, however, said the panel's warn-
ings about the agency's personnel cuts should be taken seriously.
"NASA has been cutting into muscle and bone," said John Pike,
space policy director at the Federation of American Scientists. "They
were taking a calculated risk they couid reduce overall staff and cut
the number of safety and quality assurance inspectors, without appre-
ciably increasing the risk of another Challenger accident."

AMMAN, JORDAN

A cancer-stricken King Hussein was carried aboard his private jet
in Minnesota and borne home to Jordan Thursday in a desperate race
against time to die in the kingdom he has ruled through 46 turbulent
years.

Two U.S. F-16 fighter jets escorted his plane out of U.S. airspace in
a tribute to the monarch, whose apparently irreversible medical condi-
tion has generated deep anxiety in Washington and the Middle East.

Hussein, who only last month interrupted his treatment at the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., to name a new successor - replac-
ing his brother with his son - underwent two emergency bone-mar-
row transplants on Monday and Tuesday. But. the king, who is suffer-
ing from non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, failed to rally, and his vital
organs began to fail.

His condition "has become critical due to the failure of the func-
tion of internal organs," Hussein's private physician, Lt. Gen. Samir
Farraj, said as the king was lifted aboard the plane for the flight to
Amman with his wife, Queen Noor, and five of his children.

WASJl/NGTON POST

King Hussein on Deathbed

WASHINGTON

Fickle February Situation for Noon Eastern S~ndard Time, Friday, February 5, 1999

By Gerard Roe
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

There will be a deceptively pleasant start to Tuesday, with mostly sunny
skies, and temperatures in the low 30s. However, a large storm system is
brewing in the Midwest and will be heralded by high clouds developing dur-
ing the afternoon, and a shift in the winds from northerly to southeasterly.
The winds off the ocean will mean that for Boston precipitation, beginning
around midnight, will be in the form of rain, although northern and inland
areas may start off with some snow before the rain takes hold. A rainy
Wednesday will see temperatures pushing up towards 50 as the warm air
floods over the region. Precipitation should taper off by evening, with totals
of reaching about an inch but with locally higher amounts. Thursday is set
for fairer, if colder, weather.

Tuesday: Starting off mainly sunny. High clouds developing in the after-
noon, then becoming overcast. High 36°F (2°C).

Tuesday night: Rain starting around midnight becoming heavy. Low
34°F (1°C).

Wednesday: Rainy and windy and warm. High 49°F (9°C). Low 32°F
(O°C). Becoming cooler after pasage of cold front.

Thursday: Fair but colder. High 38°F (J°C). Low 25°F (-4°C).
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·Serbian Leaders Say They Will
"Attend Peace Talks on Kosovo

NEWSD.4Y

Snake Venom May Treat Strokes

Boston Latin Doesn't Appeal Case
THE BALTIMORE SUN

WASHINGTON

NASHVILLE

A large trial of a medicine culled from snake venom has proven
effective as a potent stroke treatment, according to a new study.

Dr. David Sherman, professor and chief of neurology at the
University of Texas Health Science Center in San Antonio, says that
the venom from pit vipers is an effective clot-dissolving substance
that helps patients improve significantly when given within the first
three hours of the first symptoms of stroke. The study was conducted
on 500 patients throughout the United States, and the results were
reported Thursday at the American Heart Association annual stroke
meeting in Nashville.

Each year, 700,000 Americans suffer strokes, and only a small
number seek immediate help. There are two types of stroke, a brain
bleed or hemorrhage, and the more common ischemic stroke, which
is caused by a blocked artery. The sooner a stroke is identified, the
better a person's chance of recovery. Symptoms include numbness on
one side, loss of speech, loss of vision in one eye and balance prob-
lems.

A Malaysian physician first reported in the 1960s that some of his
patients bitten by poisonous snakes shared an intriguing phenome-
non: their blood was temporarily unable to clot. Knoll Pharmaceutical
Co., with offices in Germany and the United States, began studying it.

For the second time in just over a year, civil rights groups that
feared losing a major affirmative action case in the Supreme Court
have succeeded in stopping a lawsuit - this time, a dispute over
admissions to the nation's oldest public school, Boston Latin.

The Boston School Committee, the city's school board, changed
its mind at a closed meeting Wednesday night and voted unanimously.
not to ask the Supreme Court to rule on the constitutionality of a
race-based admissions policy at the prestigious 364-year-old high
school.

The US. Department of Education and the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People confirmed that they and other
civil rights groups urged the school committee to forgo the appeal.

The school committee had planned to appeal this month a decision
by a federal appeals court in Boston striking down that policy
because of its racial preference. No appeal will now be filed, and the
case will end.

The student who won that case, Sarah P. Wessmann, 15, a white
10th-grader, began attending Boston Latin in January under the
appeals court order. Her grades and test scores were high enough to
gain entry when she applied in 1997, but she did not get in because
half the places available were set aside for minorities, even if their
scores were lower than some who would otherwise qualify.

face by leaders who had always
insisted that Kosovo was an internal
matter. Serbia is the dominant repub-
lic of what remains of Yugoslavia.

Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic has bowed so many times
to save himself since Yugoslavia
began to disintegrate in 1991 that
few would be surprised to see him
do it again over Kosovo, even
though Serbs call it their heartland.

That might sound like political
suicide anywhere else, but not in
Milosevic's Serbia, said political
analyst Predrag Simic. "He has
been, by now, 11 or 12 years in
power, and there have been so many
critical situations where it was very
tempting to say his political career
was on the edge, or over," Simic
said in an interview.

ing the groundwork for a peace-
keeping force, which is likely to
include US. soldiers.

"We don't accept the presence of
foreign soldiers on our territory
under any excuse of implementing
any agreement that is reached," said
one article in a 12-page resolution
approved by parliament.

It also condemned "in the
sharpest terms" NATO's threats to
bomb Serbian forces if their leaders
do not reach a peace agreement, call-
ing the threats a violation of the UN.
Charter 1?eca.use NATO didn't get
approval from the Security Council.

But hard-line positions here in
Belgrade, the Serbian and Yugoslav
capital, have a history of collapsing
under foreign pressure, and
Thursday's vote was another about-

By Paul Watson
~ LOSANGELEST/MES

BELGRADE, YUGOSLAVIA

Serbian leaders agreed Thursday
" to join ethnic Albanians in peace

talks, but both sides in Kosovo's
conflict insist they won't drop
demands that threaten to block a

4." deal to end the bloodshed in the sep-
aratist province.

After a daylong debate peppered
with attacks on the United States
and NATO, Serbia's parliament
voted 227-3 in favor of sending a
delegation to the peace conference,
set to begin Saturday near Paris.

But Serbian leaders rejected the
deployment of foreign troops in
Kosovo, a predominantly ethnic

~ Albanian province of Serbia, to
poliCe any agreement. NATO is lay-

j

.-i HIVMedicines Show Unexpected
Results, Harm Immune System
By Laurie Garrett ing the beleaguered immune system dramatic decline in opportunistic
NEWSDAY to reconstruct itself. But it appears infections that we all have seen," Dr.

CHICAGO the reconstructed system bears little Constance Benson of the University
When HIV patients take medi- resemblance to the immune system of Colorado Health Science Center

cines that control the virus, their of a healthy individual, and it's in Denver said.
immune systems begin to recuperate unclear exactly how well the cells And Dr. Jose Lopez and his col-
in ways that are puzzling and con- and antibodies in the system can leagues proved the point by stopping
troversial, doctors are finding. protect HAART patients. preventive medication for parasitic

For example, patients recover At the Conference on pneumonia in HAART patients. Once
, ,.immunity to some deadly oppor- Retroviruses and Opportunistic the number one killer of people with

tunistic infections, but appear unable Infections in Chicago, Dr. Brigitte AIDS, pneumocystis pneumonia is
to fight diseases they were vaccinat- Autran presented evidence on now so well-controlled that preventa-
ed for as children or to target HIV patients with advanced HIV infec- tive medicine is unnecessary, he said.
itself. tion. She said that after two to three That's the good news. But,

On Thursday, scientists reported years on HAART, these patients can Autran said, patients were not able
that use of Highly Active muster reasonable numbers of to control infections for which they
Antiretroviral Therapy, or HAART, immune system cells that can recog- were vaccinated during their child-

1*.. can in at least half of all HIV nize and destroy some pathogens. hoods. Further, Autran's HAART
patients push the viral population "The major indication clinically patients could not muster immune
down to undetectable levels, allow- of a restored immune system is the responses against HIV itself .
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JoinLSC now
and receive $1'75 worth of movie admissions this term.
LSC members ,get free admission to all LSC movies for

themselves and a guest. Sell tickets, make popcorn,
or project movies, and make lots of new friends.

New Member Sign-up Monday at 7pm in W20-407
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Nice Guys Finish Last
The shutting down ifa public service typifies business antics at their worst

Housing and the
Beaver Day Protest

THE TECH Page 5

chuckling to himself.
Beaver organizers attribute the success of

the rally to the fact that they placed a giant
cake in the path of passersby, after learning
from the mistakes of the housing rally. "Hot
cocoa does not a protest make," one rare pro-
choice and pro-Beaver attendant said. A
visibly disturbed administrator commented
about the cake: "The real problem is that if
we let them have it, we have to let them eat it
too, and that brings up a whole range of
liability issues."

The Beaver's carving went on to explain,
"Seasons are a human convention, and
humans shouldn't look to overgrown squirrels
to back out of them." He also claimed rIghtful
ownership of the title "woodchuck," which
currently belongs to the insect-eating
groundhog, and accused Punxsutawney Phil,
the famed animal meteorologist named after
the Pennsylvania town in which he resides, of
being blind and thus incapable of seeing
anything, let alone his shadow.

Some students inadvertently attended the
rally after hearing something at reg day
Porn Night about "a beaver in a birthday
suit."

limited freedoms. Such a deal would create
problems - the new site might end up
limiting the number of songs to only those
that fall within its copyright. Or, if the new
site does decide to use all the lyrics on the
original ILS, visitors who submitted lyrics
would be enraged to discover their
contrabutions twisted to join a commerical
enterprise. In any case, de Vries better be
compensated for his time and effort.

But a commerical site would only be
fal;ade for what the NMPA really wants to do:
To send a message across the Internet that
music copyright violations won't be tolerated.
Never mind that it's not fully clear if copyright
infringement has occurred in this case - the
threat of a lawsuit is enough to force many
service providers back down. Apparently, long
before the ILS, there was another lyrics server
at ftp.uwp.edu that was also shut after a letter
from the HFA. And in June of last year, the
HFA forced the Online Guitair Archives
(OLGA) to shut down.

It's clear that the NMPA feels that it can
simply bully people around the Internet
without any rhyme or reason to do as it
wishes. Perhaps, one can understand how the
distribution of mp3s may affect music sales,
but how the distribution of lyrics can affect
music sales is incomprehensible. The law,
however, does not work on a case-by-case
basis, and it appears that, defying common
sense, the ILS and the public will lose out.
And it's even more unfortunate that the
winners will be a bunch of marauders, looters,
and profiteers such as those at the HFA.

how psyched you were for the prom. One of
the questions read, "In your pocketbook for
the prom, you will carry the following
items ... " I immediately panicked.
Pocketbook? What pocketbook? Then I read
over the answer choices. Sure enough, under
choice e, it said "Pocketbook? I'm supposed
to bring a pocketbook to the prom?"
Needless to say, I did not score very high on
that quiz.

So when I opened up the latest issue of
Seventeen and saw pages of girls wearing

fancy dresses, I
flashed back to the
happy memories of
reading magazines
and wondering
about the prom.
But then I looked
at some of the
articles. "Twelve
haircuts that shook

the world", "Good hair? No prob", and
"Kissing tips: When to pucker, when to pull
away." What was this, and why was I reading
it? Did I really care whose haircuts shook
the world? Could a haircut shake the world?
And what exactly is a prob?

Maybe it's called Seventeen magazine
because once past that age, it no longer makes

" sense. So, at the ripe old age of eighteen, I
must make room for a younger, more hip
crowd who understands the new lingo and
maybe even "Saved by the Bell." In the words
of Blink 182, "Well, I guess this is growing
up."

Zcuk~ jokes were stupid)jessie
couZdn)t be more irritating, and

Screech was annoying.

Growing Up

his rock group had trouble finding the lyrics
to Deep Purple's "Smoke on the Water." He
created a database of lyrics that can be
searched, and set up the mechanism for
visitors to the site to submit their own lyrics
to the database, a system somewhat akin to a
newsgroup.

As an uncorroborated blanket statement,
the HFA has said that it has lost millions from
the ILS. It's mindboggling. How can the
distribution of lyrics affect the sales of
materials by musicians? One would surmise
that having a central lyrics site would increase
the musical awareness of potential consumers,
and that that would at least cancel out the
possible negative effect of distributing lyrics
in the consumer's mind. In any case, most
consumers consider lyrics as an afterthought
in their purchases - just listen to Dave
Matthews.

The HFA has also said that it initially
pursued the ILS because the site sells ads.
However, in reality, the ILS only started
selling ads as recently as last October when
the $14,500-per-month cost of maintaining the
site became too much to handle for de Vries.
In other words, despite the fact it sold ads, the
ILS was a non-profit site whose sole purpose
was to provide a valuable service to the
Internet community.

A speculative but reasonable conclusion .
would be that the NMPA wants to turn the ILS
into a commerical site. Negotiations last
month did not produce anything final but
hinted that the NMPA is trying to strike a deal
with de Vries to take over site and restore

Joel M. Rosenberg

which was a suitably sweet conclusion to a
sugary series.

I vividly remember the day about a year
ago w~en I flipped through the channels and
came across the show. I had seen this episode
many times before, but I settled in to watch it
again. It only took me a few moments to
realize that something was terribly wrong:
The show wasn't funny anymore. Zack's jokes
were stupid, Jessie couldn't be more
irritating, and Screech was annoying. But I
had always thought that the show w~ funny,
and I had seen this
episode before and
thought it was funny, and
the episode hadn't
changed ... oh my gosh! I
must have changed!

The incident flooded
back this past weekend.
My family came to have
lunch with me. My sister
brought some issues of Seventeen magazine
for me to read. I had been a subscriber, but I
had never changed my address in order to
have it sent here. I had read the magazine, but
had never taken it really seriously, much like
"Saved by the Bell."

I remember the prom issues, with their
pages of advertisements and dresses, and
articles advising a girl how to start getting
ready for the big day up to three months in
advance. This always bothered me (Three
months in advance? When would I find the
time to study?), but I brushed it aside. I took
one of those magazine quizzes that measured

It was a battle of the rodents on Tuesday as
students gathered in Lobby 7 to support the
MIT Beaver's protest of Groundhog Day. The
Beaver issued a carved statement pointing out
the absurdity of the mid-winter celebration,
since "Spring, like all seasons, is neither early
nor late, but always 'on-time,'" and called for
February 2 to be henceforth known as "Beaver
Day."

Attendance at the "Beaver Day" rally
was much better than the rally for
"Independent Housing Choice," held
Monday in Lobby 7. "I won't be here in
200 I, so housing choice won't affect me,
but Beaver Day is forever!" said an
undergrad who wished to remain
nameless. Another groundhog opponent
who hadn't attended the housing rally
explained, "I try not to dilute my
protesting. But a petition's another story."
When asked about the discrepancy
between attendance at the two rallies, one
FSILG dean said, "I'm glad students are
tackling a different 'animal' for a change,"

OPINION

Veena Thomas

Naveen Sunkavally

It's funny how things change over the
years. Who ever thought that I would outgrow
"Saved by the Bell?"

In seventh grade, I made sure to watch
"Saved by Bell" at both times, five and five-
thirty. I loved the adventures of all six
characters (come on, you know who they are)
and thought they were hilarious. Wow, high
school kids have so much fun! Look 'at them!
All those crazy antics like playing subliminal
messages over the school intercom or
wrecking the principal's car... that was going
to happen to me in high school!

Of course, as soon as I entered ninth
grade, I knew that "Saved by the Bell" was a
fantasy world. Unfortunately, 'this realization
only came after I had watched every single
high school episode in existence. (I had
always thought that the middle school
episodes with Miss Bliss were bad, and, as
every devout fan knows, the college episodes
were just a pathetic excuse to postpone the
inevitable end of the series.) Yes, I watched
the movies also: the one where they go to a
tropical resort and the one with Jessie's
father's wedding.

I saw a few of the college episodes, but I
soon stopped. When the announcement came
that "Saved by the Bell: The College Years"
was cancelled, I felt slightly upset, but I
reasoned that I didn't like the spinoff, and I
could watch the reruns. I did, however, watch
Kelly's and Zack's wedding in Las Vegas,

The ever-contentious battle between the
music industry and the Internet hit a new low
in the past month. The appropriately named

Harry Fox Agency, the
licensing arm of the
National Music
Publishers'
Association, filed suit
against the
International Lyrics
Server on grounds of
copyright
infringement.

If you've ever had
trouble recollecting

the lyrics of a song vaguely remembered, or
the title/ artist of a. song from a couple
lyrics, chances are that you've visited the
ILS webpage at http://www.lyrics.ch. The
site contains lyrics for over 100,000 songs,
and it receives about one million hits per
'day from visitors across the world. Between
mp3s and the ILS, I've spent a good deal of
time getting my music straight. No longer
though - on January 14, police officers in
Basel, Switzerland confiscated the ILS
servers.

The lawsuit represents another case in
which the interests o( avaricious businessmen
will probably stamp out good spirits and
faith, another validation of Leo Durocher's
famous quotation, "Nice guys finish last."
Pascal de Vries founded the site in 1997 after

It's Cool
To Follow
The Rules

February 5, 1999

Guest Column
Julia C. Lipman

Recently, the bestseller The Rules by Ellen
Fein and Sherrie Schneider caused a sensa-
tion with its unique and unprecedented advice
to single women: Be coy, be mysterious, be
passive, and you will snag your man! It's
inspired a sequel and a number of spinoff
products, even lipstick. It hasn't always been
easy for the modem MIT woman to apply the
book's revolutionary findings to her own life
and become a true "Rules girl."

But that will all change with the upcoming
book The Algorithms, which will cater to the
MIT woman looking for sexist, outdated
advice to help ~nare the SIPB member or
Media Lab UROPer of her choice. Here are a
few excerpts:

Algorithm 0: Employ Proper Zephyring
Etiquette

While it's perfectly okay to have him in
your .anyone file, a true Algorithms girl will
never zephyr first. If you're on Athena more
than you'd like to let on, you should stay hid-
den most of the time; he might have you in
his .anyone file, and being logged on con-
stantly will ruin that gal-on-the-go image.
Unhide yourself when you're in a hip, hap-
pening cluster, like the one in W20, or at a
Quickstation; you've got better things to do
than stay logged on to Athena for more than
ten minutes!

Ifhe does zephyr you, congratulations!
Don't zephyr back immediately; you'll

appear overly eager. Read a couple of posts
on your favorite news group first - then
respond. You should send one zephyr for
every three or four of his. A warning: beware
of overcustomized zephyrs. They'll make
you seem like a girl who spends hours in
front of the computer playing with zwgc. For
a greater air of mystery, type "zwrite <user-
name> -n" so as not to ping him first; that

. way he'll have no idea that your nonchalant
little message took you three minutes to
compose.

Emoticons, with'some exceptions, are
great for zephyring. Nothing can convey a
flirtatious smile like a :) . A :1 expresses an
opaquely neutral attitude; :{ is. a sexy pout.
Semicolons, however, should be avoided, at
least until you know him a little better;
they're far too suggestive. Also, an
Algorithms girl should never make a face so
unladylike as :P . For the most part, you
should stay away from :( - save the heavy
emotions for later on in your relationship.

If you've had a few zephyr conversations,
he may want to move to the next level of inti-
macy: Unix talk. If you're ready for this, go
for it, although remember that an Algorithms
girl will never initiate such a conversation
herself. The same rules apply as in zephyr,
but now he can see what you type as you type
it, so be extra circumspect. Finally, make
sure that you're the first to end the conversa-
tion and hit control-c - keep him wanting
more! Tell him, "It's been great talking with
you, but I have to go write some code now."
You don't need to tell him what language

_ your code is in or what it does; it's unneces-
sary information and really none of his busi-
ness.

Algorithm 1: Remember the Algorithms
Even After You've Been Dating Awhile

Just because you've been dating for
awhile doesn't mean that you can suddenly
forget about the Algorithms. Ifanything,
you 'Il have to work harder to maintain your
mysterious image. Here are a few tips: If
you're going into an Athena cluster or the
math majors' lounge together, always let him
type in the combination. Keep yourself
occupied with activities outside of your rela-
tionship so he'll see how happy and busy
you are. This may be difficult, since MIT
students often find themselves with nothing
to do. Don't finger at his machine incessant-
ly; it'll look clingy and possessive If he eVer
checks his finger logs..•

If you've been together for six months and
he doesn't have a section of his web page
devoted to you, it's time to rethink this rela-
tionship. The same goes if he does have one
but it hasn't been updated in a long time.
Finally, don't rush into anything you're not
ready for; you should wait at least three
months before giving him an account on your
machine.

Julia C. Lipman is a senior in the
Department of Mathematics.
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MOVIE REVIEW

The Thin Red Line

There's a mixture of regret and
annoyance which comes with the
realization that the movie I'm watching
could be easily made into a great film if

only I had an hour with it in the editing room
(it's not whether I could really improve it, but
the impression that counts). A recent example:
The Thin Red Line.

The story of the battle for Guadalcanal
(WWII, Pacific front, C-for-Charlie company),
written and directed by reclusive director
Terrence Malick (whose last film, Days oj
Heaven, came out in 1978), was awaited like a
new novel by J.D. Salinger. The result is a
languorously paced, visually stunning, aurally
enchanting, viscerally affecting piece of
cinematic muck, replete with scenes that don't
go anywhere, pointless philosophizing, and a

Pointless philosophizing and battle scenes
By Vladimir Zelevlnsky plethora of pseudo-profound rhetorical
STAFF REPORTER questions.
Directed by Terrence Malick The story follows a dozen monosyllabically-
Written by Terrence Malick. based on the named soldiers (like Welsh and Tall and Bell
novel by James Jones and Fife and Keck), who have one military task
With Jim Caviezel. Sean Penn. Ben Chaplin. ahead of them: a suicidal attack on a hill which
John Cusack. Woody Harrelson. Elias Koteas. is an enemy stronghold. Capt. James Staros
Nick Nolte. John Travolta. George Clooney. (Elias Koteas) clashes with Lt. Col. Gordon Tall

(Nick Nolte) over the orders; Sgt. Edward
Welsh (topliner Sean Penn, in a smallish part)
clashes with pacifist Pvt. Witt (Jim Caviezel);
and Pvt. Jack Bell (Ben Chaplin) misses his
wife. All of them are thrown together in the
huge grinder of war, set against the serenely
beautiful landscape of swaying grass, light-
filtering trees, and endless sea.

The middle hour of the film - the attack on
the hill - is just about excellent, with
staggering visceral impact that places the viewer
right in the middle of battle. This sequence, for
my money, is a touch more effective than the
Omaha beach landing in Saving Private Ryan;
while Spielberg depicts (to great effect) the
external realities and confusion of combat,
Malick's focus is the internal world - the
psychological reaction of soldiers to the gunfire
and explosions around them.

This hour is rarely short of amazing, with a
single glance or action failing to represent the
turmoil inside. It works twice as well through its
expert staging: Gunshells fly right in front of
characters, who are dying left and right
regardless of their relatiye importance or billing
(image Torn Hanks's character in Ryan being
killed during the first half-hour).

Another very risky bet, which handsomely
pays off, is casting many actors who look and
sound very much like each other. In accordance
with Malick's philosophy, which views all
humanity as one congregate, it makes perfect
sense that the soldiers look similar - at first,
that is. The more time we s'pend with them, the
more the individual features - both facial and
character - develop. While this makes it
nearly impossible to follow the character
development (though there's not that much to
follow), it's clear that the film is not really
concerned with it. Again, it's a very risky
choice that pays off.

Another risky choice that doesn't quite pay
off as well is the film's structure. To put it
simply, The Thin Red Line is not a narrative-
based story, with much more attention paid to
atmosphere and action and mood than to plot.
The middle hour is exciting enough so this
doesn't matter in the least. Where film stumbles,
and greatly so, is in the framing sections: the
opening and the closing, around 45 minutes
each. These sections are largely devoted to
exposition, character establishment (largely
pointless, as I said before), and, most

annoyingly, to express the film's philosophy,
using a variety of overlapped monologues. ,.

To be frank, these monologues drove me to
the high point of annoyance. Malick is a good
enough director to create a complex triple
counterpoint between the wonders of nature, A.
horrors of war, and the existential problem of
man, stuck halfway in-between (the mist-
shrouded prologile to the action climax works
on all these levels). But, perhaps to drive his "-
point home, we have long, rambling, pointless
speachifying, delivered by six or seven people.
Since they all sound the same, it's hard to tell :~
who is speaking, but that doesn't really matter ..
anyway, since they all say the things used by
underachieving philosophy majors to pad their
essays. It's hard to take it seriously when "1

someone drones off-screen that "war doesn't
ennoble men ... it turns them into dogs, poisons
the soul." Oh please. This point is much better
delivered by the superb visuals.

'Other aspects are aces: the cinematography
(John Toll, who also worked on Braveheart and
Legends oj the Fall) is nothing short of t

breathtaking; the special battle effects are
seamless; and the musical score (Hans Zimmer)
is just amazing.

Here's my recipe for making a great film --:"-
from the two-hour, forty-two-minute long
version currently in movie theaters: Condense
first 40 minutes into ten. Condense last 40
minutes into ten. Remove the voiceover. The 'l

result will be a great film. The way it is now,
well, it's only mostly good.

\r..RESTAURANT REVIEW

Penang
Fusion Cuisine
By Daniel Metz

Penang
685-691 Washington St .. Boston
617-451-6373
Entrees: $4.25-$17.95

Malaysian cuisine, which at its best
skillfully blends the unique flavors
of India, Thailand, and Indonesia,
can be a great treat for the Western

palate. Penang, a popular Malaysian restaurant
on the outskirts of Boston's Chinatown, often
handles the delicate fusion of these cuisines
with great skill, although on a recent visit the
kitchen's performance was somewhat mixed.
Still, most people will find it's worth a visit.

Penang is a casual and unpretentious place,
with the eclectic combination of modem art on
the restaurant's red brick walls complimented
by bamboo canopies and railings, creating a
warm atmosphere that contrasts with the
restaurant's drab neighborhood. Brightly lit
water tanks filled with tempting fish, crabs,
and lobsters greet visitors as they enter the
restaurant, which was packed for lunch on a
recent Saturday afternoon.

Penang features a diverse menu with prices
to fit anyone's budget, and a variety of dishes
to match anyone's palate, from the
conservative (Cantonese Chow Fun, $5.95) to

the adventurous (fruit salad with shrimp paste
sauce, $5.25; fish head curry, $14.95; Chicken
Feet Casserole, $7.95). But be warned: This is
not a particularly vegetarian-friendly
restaurant, especially given the Malaysians'
proclivity for using fish sauce and shrimp
paste as basic flavorings. In fact, only two of
the ten items in the "Vegetable" section of the
menu did not make an explicit reference to
some form of meat or fish.

Many of the appetizers on Penang's menu
are more expensive than the average entree,
though the ones we tried were worth it. The
most interesting of the lot ~as the Baby Oyster
Omelette ($6.95), a very simple three or four
egg omelette filled with plump, juicy oysters,
served on a bed of lettuce with fresh coriander
garnish, but accompanied by an overly-sweet
sauce. This dish is for oyster lovers only, as the
pungent flavor of these little bivalves will turn
some people off completely.

The appetizers came to our table
sequentially, with just enough time between
each for us to finish one off before the next
arrived. Though probably an accident, this
turned out to be a nice touch, as each dish came
to the table piping hot and fresh. Arriving after
our omelette was the Pandan Chicken, a simple
dish of chicken breast pieces marinated in soy
sauce and deep fried. They were attractively
presented, each piece wrapped tightly with a
strip of green screw-pine leaf and served with
crisp Malaysian crackers, but they were a little
too dry and not very flavorful for $5.95. Unlike
the case of the omelette, the fiery hot and sour
sauce that came with the chicken was an
essential accompaniment that saved the dish
from being completely dull.

Finally, we shared a generous plate of beef
satay - tender, flavorful beef skewered and
grilled just enough to impart a wonderfully
smoky flavor to the meat without overcooking
it. The satay was served on a banana leaf with
red onions and cucumbers, which created the
perfect texture contrast to the tender meat. But
the peanut sauce, which I've come to crave on
almost any visit these days to a Thai,
Malaysian, or Indonesian restaurant, was a
disappointment - thin and overly sweet, with
limp bits of cooked onions where crunchy
crushed peanuts should have been. Luckily,
the satay was enjoyable without it.

There is more to fusion at Penang than the
combination of food styles from different
areas of South East Asia: It's also about
combining diverse flavors within individual
dishes, a tricky feat for any cuisine. Penang's
kitchen pulled this feat off masterfully on one
of our entries, not quite as successfully on
another, and on a third - well, let's just say
my previous visits give me some hope that it
was just a bad day for that one.

Let's start with the best. Curry Mee with
Young Tau Foo is an enormous bowl of soup -
and an outstanding value at only $5.75 - that
artfully combines spicy, fish, coconut and sweet
flavors. The two different types of meaty, hearty
noodles that fill the bottom of the bowl aren't
even visible at first. To get to them you first have
to dig through wonderful, spongy little fish
balls, flavorful fish cakes, big pieces of fried
tofu, a sweet, meaty fried banana (trust me on
this one, it works), and crunchy bean sprouts.
Not to mention the coconut milk broth which,
when you mix in the roasted chili paste that sits
at the side of the bowl, is an aromatic, tangy

wonder. If you have the willpower to leave some
of the tofu pieces for the end, they provide a
great sop for this truly delicious broth. '.

The Nasi Lemak ($5.95) tdes to do for a I

dry entree what the Curry Mee did in soup
form. The dish consists of a mound of
coconut rice surrounded by small piles of !..

different flavors and textures: hot (in the -.,
sense of. warm; it was not nearly spiced
enough) curry chicken, a cold anchovy and
chili accompaniment, a cold vegetable mix
of carrots, pickled cucumbers, and green
beans, and a hard-boiled egg. Despite a
valiant attempt, the accompaniments '
couldn't save this dish from the .\.
disappointing chicken, which should have
been its centerpiece.

In fact, we soon realized we'd made the
mistake of ordering lots of this chicken in the
Penang Dried Curry Chicken ($8.95).'This
curry was not dry at all (dry curries can be
blissful, made all the more tender and flavorful .'\
because they are cooked over low heat long
enough for all the liquid to evaporate and the
flavors to incorporate deep into the meat), but -t'
rather grisly, fatty, and underspiced, with the
skin still on the chicken. This mainly dark
meat curry almost spoiled what was otherwise
a fine meal. Stay away from it. l

Based on several more successful visits to
Penang in the past I trust this restaurant to
handle my cravings for those great, complex
fusion flavors, and it's going to take more than
some disappointing chicken to keep me away.
Great flavors - and great deals - abound on
Penang's menu. So the next time you're ""'':
heading to Chinatown for a meal, try some
fusion cuisine, South East Asian style.
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MIT's Mass Beta Chapter presents the

February 5, 199?

12th Annual Career Fair
Over 60 Companies Attending! .

Friday, February 5
.11 :30 am - 4:30 pm

Johnson Athletic Center ..
Open to the entire. Mil community

Co-sponsored by the. Sloan Undergraduate Management .
Association, the Pi Tau Sigma National Mechanical Engineering .

Honor Society, and the Biomedical Engineering Society.
Also sponsored by:

•*Warburg Dillon Read CERTCO"

AWARE

For more information, email tbp-career@mit.edu
or go to http://web. mit.edujtbpj car~erfair j •

For the company presentation schedule, go to
http://web.mit.edu/tbp/careerfair/presentation.html

For a list of attending companies and company descriptions,. go to
http://web.mit.edu/tbp/careefair/companies/attend.html

mailto:tbp-career@mit.edu
http://web.mit.edu/tbp/careerfair/presentation.html
http://web.mit.edu/tbp/careefair/companies/attend.html
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.Holl Discusses- Ideas
,.For New Donnitory
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pLay.

But, of course, no one had come for the dialogue,
and "On Her Back" provided exactly what we had all
come to see: sex. The actors were attractive and well-
built, and the sex was frequent and varied (fellatio,
cunnilingus, hetero sex, a lesbian three-way and a bi-
sexual three-way all took place in the thirty minutes I
was there).

Reg day porn was once a well-attended event
coordinated by the Lecture Series Committee,
drawing crowds of several hundred. However,
controversy lead to its death in the mid-eighties.

Some people will never know of its return, some
will greet it but prefer the vast resources of the
internet and the privacy of a dorm room, and some
will kick themselves for missing it. And, of course,
some will be offended.

I fuBy acknowledge the existence of violent,
demeaning, and misogynistic pornography. But all
erotic film does not fit into this category, and I
encourage all MIT students to enjoy porn which
celebrates the pleasure of all its actors. However, I
further encourage them to forsake the porn and go
out and enjoy the real thing.

By Susan Buchman
NEWSEDIWR

If you are...
- comfortable using Macs and pes

reliable. friendly and service-oriented
- eager to learn and work on an

energetic team

$1 0 / hourI

Reg Day Porn Makes a Comeback
Considering that pornography was recently used

as a teaching tool in 6.001, it should come as no
surprise that the tradition of registration day porn has
~~~~~~~~~ returned to the MIT

Reporter'~ campus. A porn
~ marathon held in Wong

r.. T:otebook Auditorium on Monday1v« gave students the
opportunity to indulge in

one more evening of pleasure before the start of the
semester.

"Reg day porn seems like a nice, debaucherous
idea," said Peter R. Gamache '0 I, who single-
handedly organized the event.

When I arrived at the 8 p.m. start, "On Her Back:
The True Story of Michaelangelo" was playing. It
was not a stereotypical porn flick: it featured classical
music instead of the traditional bow-chika-bow-wow,
and there was a surprising amount of gender equity
of sexual pleasure. There was even ,a line or two of
clever dialogue.

they would like more study space
and the ability to be able to
customize individual rooms in any
new dormitory.

Founder's Group named
The committee of faculty and

students who will form a core group
to advise HoB in the design and
construction of the new dormitory
was selected Wednesday, according
to Dean of Students and
Undergraduate Education Rosalind
H. Williams.

Dubbed the Founder's Group, the
committee consists of five faculty
members and seven students.

They include Associate Provost
for the Arts Alan Brody, Professor
of Foreign Languages and
Literatures Suzanne Flynn,
Professor of Architecture Loen R.
Glicksman, Professor of Materials
Science and Engineering Linn W.
Hobbes and Associate Professor in
the Athletic Department Candace L.
Royer.

The names of students to the
committee were not released
because not all had confirmed they
would participate.

"The preference /was for younger
students," Williams said.

Williams said she hoped that the
Founder's Group could "become a
sort of magnet for the larger
development of a community" to
populate the new dorm.

Students were selected from
lists compiled through people "in
the fall who had explicitly
expressed . an interest in
participating in the Founder's
Group," Williams said.

In addition to this core group,
"every student is invited to be part
of the larger founder's group,"
WiBiams said, to advise the core
group.

By Zareena Hussain
FnTmR IN rHIFF

" Steven Holl, the architect who
will design the new undergraduate
dormitory, came to campus Monday
,iind preseated his preliminary ideas
for the dorm's design to
administrators and students.

Sketches and plans for the
i6verall design concept of the new
dorm will be released on Feb. 26.
,After having met with

~~dministrators in the morning, Holl
"said he wanted to see students,"
said Jennifer C. Berk '01, chair of
the Undergraduate Association
Committee on Housing and
Orientation.

Later that day, students who had
expressed interest in the new
1:Iormitory through meetings in the
fall were contacted. A total of ten
students were present to meet with
,Holl.

"The main thing today is to he~ar
from you," HoB told students before
presenting his ideas.

One central theme of the new
dorm, HoB proposed to students,
would be the idea of "a porous
~ap" so that dorms built along
Vassar Street would not provide an
opaque wall blocking off the
campus from outlying areas in
'Cambridge. Instead, voids in the
building's facade would give views
out toward Cambridge from Briggs
Field.
~ ~.He also included in his
presentation plans for "activating
the street" through the construction
pf space for community activities on
the first floor.

Holl said he wanted to preserve
access to a river view for all rooms

..by raising the level of rooms to a
minimum height.

The construction of paths along
lthe borders of the athletic fields as
'weB as a pathway from dormitories
along Memorial Drive to the
dormitory on Vassar Street was

Jmother suggestion .
. Students expressed, general
approval of the plans at the
informal gathering and added that
l

We believe for the Information Age to make a genuine difference, it has to spark

the next generation. From Belfast to the Belgian Congo to Buenos Aries, computers

must be universally accessible if the world is to be a universally better place.

Only network computing architecture from Oracle can deliver on the promise.

Come help us.

We invite you to explore the world of opportunity at Oracle Corporation.

Oracle offers generous compensation and unparalleled benefits. Please forward your

resume to: Oracle Corporation, Attn: College Recruiting, 500 Oracle Parkway,

Dept: 20P2, Redwood Shores, CA 94065. E-mail: Islynn@us.oracle.com.

Fax: (408}251-8424. Equal talent will always get equal opportunity.

ORACLe~

.. ,",

www.oracle.com

mailto:Islynn@us.oracle.com.
http://www.oracle.com
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HoW oN EARTH
DID '(OU GET
PAST HIM?'
MoRE
COOkiES?

WELL, of CouRSE
YoU DID oNcE
HE WAS DEAD.
WAIT! I !<NoW.'
IT WA5lHE
SWoRD of
FuRY.' AM
I ~'GHT?_'

I

~

Wow.
TALK
ABoUT
CouNTER.
INTOITI'/E.

lliAT'S NoT
WHAT

AND You'RE
NoT SUPPoSED
lb EVENTRY
1b TAkE THIS
GuYoN IN
A FIGHT?~

tHD 1'oU uSE "THE FLAMIN&
SwoRD? "THE SCREAMINc;
SWoRD? niE SWoRD of
OEAlli? THE SWoRD of PAIN?
l\iE AX of VENGEANCE?
TtiE MAce of MIGHT?
lliE RA20R ARRowS? \F '(ou
lHE"ExPLoDING MUST
AR~ows? WHAT?~ ~OW, I

'

WHb~T? WHAT? 1/ ~~~~
~~RIGHT

_/J BY HIM.
~ ~ "

z "if',.-

IF YOU
WANT AN

~SWER,
THAT'S No
WAY To

ASK.
'-

You HAVE To TELL
ME HoW You GoT
PAST HIM! You
HAVE To.'

BoT HE'S HUGE! HE'S NASTY!
HE'S "THE MoST LETHAL
VIDEo GAME CREATuRE
EVER.' HE ToWERS ABovE
You Wlnf FISTS likE
ANV'LS! SkULL5UnER
lHE GROOfIID AT HIS FEET!

HoW ON EARlH
DID You GET
PAC;T HIM ?'
"Ibu STINt<.'

Q 1999 Bin Amend/Olsl. by Universal Press Syndicate

So THE SEcRET
To GETTING
PAST -mE RED
oR8 GuAROIAN
IS To NoT
ATTACk HIM??

PAIGE, I'VE BEEN TRYIN&
To DEFEAT "THE RED oRB
GUARDIAN FoR oVER A
MoN1H! HE'S nfE
TOU6~ES1: VIDEo
GAME foE I'VE
EVER FACED.'

\
r=:.

PAIGE, I DoN'T THINK
YOU UNDERSTAND! I'VE
SPENT HuNDREDS of HouRS 2.::;-i.-

,TRYING To DEFEAT lliE
RED oRB GUARDIAN IN

nnus VIDEo nIJ. ~
GAME!
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8:00 p.m. - MIT Faculty Concert. Senior Lecturer George Ruckert, sarod; Monir
Hossain, tabla. Presented by MITHAS (MIT Heritage of South Asia) and the New
England Hindu Temple (NEHT). $15, $12-MITHAS-& NEHT members and students.
Wong Auditorium. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.

8:00 p.m. - She Loves Me. Production of show by Joe Masteroff (book). Jerry Bock
(music) and Sheldon Harnick (lyrics). Admission $6 students, $8 faculty/seniors. $9
public. Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Musical Theatre Guild

Sunday's Events
12:00 p.m. - Service at Common Cathedral. Worship on Boston Common with people
who live outdoors and people who live indoors. Make and share peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches afterwards. Meet at Religious Activities Center. Sponsor: Lutheran-
Episcopal Ministry.

8:00 p.m. - She Loves Me. Production of show by Joe Masteroff (book), Jerry Bock
(music) and Sheldon Harnick (lyrics). Admission $6 students, $8 faculty/seniors, $9
public. Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Musical Theatre Guild

Tuesday's Events
12:00 p.m. - Eclipse Records. John Steele Dibner Institute Lunchtime Colloquia.
Room E56-100. Sponsor: Dibner Institute.

12:00 p.m. - The thermodynamics of polarized systems In external fields. A generic
approach with applications to electromagnetic systems. Professor Howard Brenner.
Room E40-496. Sponsor: Energy Lab

4:00 p.m. - Circuit Implementation of a 600 MHz Superscalar RISC
Microprocessor. Kathryn Wilcox, Compaq Computer Corporation. MTL VLSI Seminar
Series. 1 hour. Room 34-101. Refreshments in lobby of room 34-101 at 3:30 p.m.
Sponsor: MTL.

4:30 p.m. - Tools for Robust Design. Prof. Daniel Frey, MIT, Prof. of Aeronautics and
Astronautics. Room 31-161. Refreshments at 4:15. Sponsor: Gas Turbine
Laboratory.

4:30 p.m. - On Designing Migration Surveys: The World Bank Experience. Robert
E.B. Lucas, Dept of Economics, Boston University. This is an Inter-University Seminar
on International Migration. Room E38-714. Sponsor: Center for International Studies.

*

Entrepreneurs
Experienced high-tech

financial executives seek
start-up and early stage
companies to help grow
IPO. We'll manage the

finances and help find the
money. Please call Bill at

(781) 27()'1332

Saturday's Events
7:45 p.m. - AEPhl Live. A variety show of

music and
comedy
whose pro-
ceeds go to
the Chaim
Sheba
Medical
Center in
Israel and
the General
Israel
Orphans
Home for

The Tech

ATHo ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING $ MECHANICAL ENGINEERING- BUSINESS ANAL YSI~."

CANCUN
OR JAMAICA

FROM
$449

A PERSON!

~~
Council OIIlateraatiooal
FAucalional Ex(k .. ~

273 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
Phone: 617-266-1926

TechCalendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the MIT community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information, and The Tech shall not be held liable for any loss-
es. including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
Contact information for all events is available from the TechCalendar web page.

Visit and add events to TechCalendar online at htfp:/ /tech-calendar.mit.edu
Friday's Events Girls. Admission $5. Kresge. Sponsor: Alpha Epsilon Phi.

3:00 p.m. - MacVicar Day Lecture: Great Teachers, Great Teaching. James O.
Freedman, President Emeritus, Dartmouth College. Media Lab, Bartos Theatre.
Sponsored by MacVicar Fellows.

4:00 p.m. - Houghton Lecture: Probing Tornadoes with Mobile Doppler Radars.
Professor Howard Bluestein, University of Oklahoma. EAPS Department Lecture
Series. Room 54-915. Refreshments. 3:30 p.m .• Ida Green Lounge. Sponsor:
EAPS.

7:30 p.m. - The Magic Aute. lAP production of Mozart's opera. Narrated by Prof
Arthur Steinberg. Admission 5.00. Kresge Auditorium. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.

8:00 p.m. - The Good Person of Szechwan.
Production of play by Bertolt Brecht. directed by
Theater Arts Lecturer Kim Mancuso. Admission
$6 students. $7 others. Kresge Little Theater.
Sponsor: Dramashop.

8:00 p.m. - She Loves Me. Production of show
by Joe Masteroff (book). Jerry Bock (music)
and Sheldon Harnick (lyrics). Admission $6
students, $8 faculty/seniors. $9 public. Sala
de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Musical Theatre
Guild

Page 12
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When something is too extreme for w~rds, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the
level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower - Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic c
Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon TI Systems and Hughes Aircraft.
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And we're
looking for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground. Make
their mark.

At Raytheon, you'll take technology - and your career - to the highest possible
level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be visiting your campus soon. Contact your
career placement office now to schedule an interview, or check out our website at
www.rayjobs.com. If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume to:
Raytheon Resume Processing Center, P.O.Box 660246, MS-201, Dallas, TX75266. We
have many exciting opportunities available and we would like to talk to you.

• •

http://www.rayjobs.com.
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Anand Sarwate '01 takes an aside In Dramashop's production
of The Good Person of Szechuan.

i I
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Brought to you by the MAGMA GROUP

• Coll~d~t.com It
.¥~"~"TJtfE.$ p~¥

Ft«~t.f HE..... q~tfTE.$T
Weill pay you $100 to tell us why cuddling
couples, choclate, and puppies piss you off.

To enter. log on to www.collegestudent.com.
and write until it hurts I

Better hurry, contest ends February 5th

mo(n

scholarships in 1985 in honor of the
school's first dean, John E.
Burchard. The program aims "to
enrich intellectual life in the
humanities, arts, and social sciences
at MIT ... through dialogue and
discourse," Khoury said.

The application for the
scholarship involves an essay and a
faculty recommendation, and is
described as straightforward and even
enjoyable by the scholars. Gunther
even suggested adding an additional
question so that applicants could
demonstrate more than one facet of
their interest in the humanities.

Between 75 and 90 students
usually apply for the program. No
preference is given to students
majoring in the humanities. Khoury
says that the "vast majority are in
engineering and science," although
many minor or double major in the
humanities.

Other Burchard Scholars include:
Jonna B. Anderson '00, Jason M.
Chicola '00, Benjamin K. Chun '00,
Sharmin Ghaznavi '00, Madhulika
Jain '00, Risat A. Jannat '00, Marie
L. Kosely '01, Jason W. Krug '01,
Berta L. Liao '00, David A. Matsa
'00, Xiaomin Mou '00, Richard L.
Possemato '01, Millie S. Roy '00,
Krzysztof J. Rybak '00, Andreas
Sundquist '01, Gaurav Tewari '00,
Jason H. Wasfy '01, Jon'athan E.
Woon '00, and David M. Zych '00.

me1s•

underprivileged." Chen said that he
values opportunities such as the
Burchard Scholar series because "a
solid grounding in the humanities
will ensure that one applies science
and technology to society in more
humanitarian ways."

Program includes seminar series
Burchard Scholars will attend a

series of dinners and seminars with
faculty whose research involves the
humanities.

The scholars' hopes for the
series are high. Rachel Stanley '00
is anticipating "delightful dinners"
and "stimulating conversation."

Citing the diver,sity of
backgrounds of the participants,
Katherine C. Liu '00 said she is
"looking forward to heated debates
and an exchange of ideas" at the
dinner-seminars.

"MIT has an uncanny way of
dumbing down one's sensitivity to
the aesthetic, human, and emotional
elements of the world around us;
this scholarship is an opportunity
for vital exposure to the
unquantifiable 'aspects of life, and to
people who are interested in the
things that really move us," said
Kelly V. Brogan '00 .

Dean of the Humanities, Arts,
and Social Sciences School Philip S.
Khoury and Professor of History
Bruce Mazlish established the

ms•www

Technology
that
Impacts

lIfe.

SIEMENS

,Burchard Scholars Announced

KRZYSZTOF GAJOS-THETECH

Harvard announced last week that It plans to Invest between $150 and $200 million to promote
scientific research and education over the next five years. The university has also announced a
commlttment to the creation of at least two new science centers.

By Laura Moulton

MIT's ever-growing commitment
to the humanities took another step
forward this week when a record
twenty-seven sophomores and

f juniors were named Burchard
Scholars for 1999.

The scholars corne from a wide
.. variety of majors, but all share the
. sense that humanities are central to

their lives. Students were selected
based on demonstrated interest and

.t" excellence in the humanities, arts,
and social sciences.

Burchard Scholar Eric L.
Gunther '00, an Electrical

" Engineering and Computer Science
major, called the humanities "an
integral component of my daily

r. life," adding that music "at times ...
'preserves my sanity."

Mechanical Engineering major
Martin N. Mbaya '00 plans to use

',' his knowledge of urban studies and
planning in his native Kenya.

EECS major Janelle K. Prevost
,., '00 comes from an English-
.• 'speaking Caribbean island with two

French-speaking neighbors. She
hopes to use her French language

'; and literature studies to facilitate
communication between the islands.

Philosophy and Linguistics
major Jasper 1. Chen '00 is planning

ria career "addressing the medical
needs of the poor and the

J.

•..f.

.'

http://www.collegestudent.com.
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When you jOin our mailing list (email or snailmail). Subscribers to our mailing list receive exclusive special offers. book information. news. and announcements
aDout our authors@mit events (cosponsored with Mil libraries). The emaillistislow-traffic.This coupon is valid on new. non-sale priced books only. One
coupon per customer. May not be combined with other offers. Expires 228.99 This otter is also valid lor those who are already on our mailing list.

Name Email

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
200/0 OFF ALL NEW BOOKS

o
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PRICE

$65.00
$13.50
$35.00
$10.00
$62.50
$70.50
$79.50
$60.00
$42.00
$57.50
$45.00
$30.00
$60.50
$55.00
$15.00
$31.50
$32.95
$60.00
$55.00
$17.00
$12.50
$19.50
$17.50

$80.00
$20.00
$14.95
$23.75
$78.00
$25.00
$17.95
$80.63
$49.50
$19.95
$11.00
$25.95
$20.00
$13.50
$14.95
$11.00
$78.95
$13.00
$16.95
$26.95
$15.00
$14.00
$12.95
$10.95
$14.95
$15.00
$13.50
$29.95
$29.95
$5.95
$27.95
$10.95
$23.00

AUTHOR

Cormen, Leiserson & Rivest
Hubbard, Bill
Stevens. Garry
Heschong
Abelson, Sussman& Sussman
Siebert
Ward & Halstead
Stevens, Kenneth
Bekefi & Barrett
Laffont & Tirole
Armstrong & Cowan
Gelb
Kerrebrock
Tirole
Bhagwati
Paradis. James G.
Block, Ned
Stevens, Kenn'eth
Ulichney
Gazzaniga
Bucciarelli
Edwards. Paul
Nye, David

Suh, Nam
Hourani.
Minsky. Marvin
French, Anthony P.
Gauaniga & Ivry &.
Susskind, L
Berger. Suzanne
Krugman & Obstfeld
La, Andrew & Campbe
Von Hippel. Eric
Fischer & Ury
Schein, Edgar H.
Brand. S
Womack, J & Jones. D
Bernstein, P.
Fischer & Ury
Ulrich & Eppinger

'Gumpert, D & Rich. S
Pauly. L. W.
Samuels, Richard
Pinker. Steven
Maier, Pauline
Maier. Pauline
Sobel, Dava
McNeill, William H.
Said. Edward
Womack. J & Jones. D
Lester & Berger
Lester, Richard K
Strunk & White
Perelman. Leslie C.
Kuhn, Thomas
Schey. H

We stock many titles used in Mil classes, both Mil Press books & other publishers' books.
See our coursebook list in the first Techof the serrester,on mitbboard, or at http://mitpress.mit.edulbookstorellextbook.html

The.Mil Press Bookstore • books@mit.edu
Kendall Square 292 Main St. Cambridge MA 02142 617 253.5249 OPEN M-F 9-7, Th til 8:30; Sat 10-6; Sun 12-7

COURSE BOOK TITLE
Mil Press tilles used as texts
1.204. 6.046J, 18.41 OJ Introduction to Algorithms
4.222 Theory For Practice. A
4.222 Favored Circle. The
4.612 Thermal Delight in Architecture
6.001 Structure & Interpretation of Programs, 2
6.003 Circuits Signals & Systems
6.004 Computation Structures
6.514J Acoustic Phonetics
8.03 Electromagnetic Vibrations. Waves
14.272 Theory of Incentives in Procurement
14.272 Regulatory Reform: Economic Analysis
16.300 Appled Optimal Estimation
16.500 Aircraft Engines and Gas Turbines
14.272 Theory of Industrial Organization
17.148 Protectionism
21W.780 MIT Guide to Science and Engineering Communication
24.119 Nature of Consciousness. The
24.968J & HST.710J Acoustic Phonetics
MAS.814 Digital Halftoning
STS.066 Conversations in the Cog Neurosciences
STS.080 Designing Engineers
STS.340 Closed World: Computers and the Politics
STS.340 American Technological Sublime
Other publishers' tilles used as texts
2.882 Principles of Design
4.624 Modern Middle East, The: A Reader
6.868J Society of Mind. The
8.03 Vibrations & Waves
9.10 & 9.100 Cognitive Neuroscience: The Biology of
11.007 J Dealing With An Angry Public
14.14 National Diversity and Global Capitalism
15.012 International Economics: 4th ed
15.036 Econometrics of Financial Markets, The
15.252 & 15.256 Sources of Innovation. The
15.314 Getting to Yes
15.314 Organizational Culture & Leadership •.
15.356 How Buildings Learn
15.365J Machine That Changed the World. The
15.450 Against the Gods:A Remarkable Story
15.666 Getting to Yes
15.783 Product Design and Development
15.975 Business Plans That Win $$$
17.167 & 17.168 Who Elected the Bankers?
17.532 Rich Nation. Strong Army
21 E018 Language Instinct, The
21 E022J American Scripture: Making the Declaration of Independence
21H.112 From Resistance to Revolution
21E222 Longhude
21 H.42 Plagues & Peoples
21A.453 Orientalism
21 H.541 J Machine That Changed the World. The
21H.541J Made By Hong Kong
21 H.541J Productive Edge. The: How U.S. Industri
21W.731 Elements of Style. 3rd ed.
21W.732 ..745 ..780 Mayfield Handbook of Tech & Sci Writing
24.03 Structure of Scientific Revolutions
SP.312 Div. Grad. Curl. & All That: 3ed

I Tech's Books for Techies and Much More!

Save money by using the
coupons in campus newspapers
or in the MIT phone directories.

• Please nole we have separated MIT Press and other
publishers books on this IISI Not responsibile 10J
typographical errors ThiS IS a partlallistmg and was
accurate as o! 1/31/99 Check our webSite tor updates
l't'ISKIO 299 07

Also be sure to check out our
great SALE BOOKS section,
including MIT Press "HURTS,"
and terrifically priced books
from other publishers.

Here's a listing of

Spring '99 MIT
coursebooks
which we carry.

for Techies.

Tech's
Books

We feature all the books published
by The MIT Press and a lot more.

The MIT Press Bookstore
Kendall Square T
292 Main Street
Cambridge MA 02142
617 253-5249
Mon-Fri 9-7, Thurs til 8:30,
Sat 10-6, Sun 12-6.

,books@mit.edu
http://mitpress.mitedu/bookstore

http://mitpress.mit.edulbookstorellextbook.html
mailto:books@mit.edu
mailto:books@mit.edu
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EOE

Materials Engineering
Opportunities
Maiors Accepted:

• Materials Science
• Metallurgist Engineering
• Metals Science and

Engineering
• Metallurgy

Our engineers are some of the most
highly-skilled in the power generation
industry and we are seeking candidates
to join us in Orlando, FL,as: Superalloy
Metallurgists, HighTemperature Coating
Engineers, Welding Metallurgists and
Application Metallurgists.
• Development and applications work
• Combustion & steam turbine

product lines
• Materials development programs
• Contact with external agencies, vendors,

universities & alliance partners

Upcoming
Information Session

Mondav, February 8,
6pm-9pm,

Career Center, Room 8-119

On-Campus Interviews
Tuesday, February 9

Contact Your Career Center
The global strength of Siemens
Westinghouse is energizing entire
countries and companies, with
leading-edge technologies now being
applied around the world. And that makes
it a great time to be in power with us!

Learn more about Siemens
Westinghouse Power Corporation @

www.swpc.siemens.com/jobs_n_career

Introducing TeleFile

from the] RS. If you

are single and filed

Form 1040EZ last year,

you can file your tax

return in ten minutes

SIEMENS
Westinghouse

Siemens Westinghouse
Power Corporation
A Siemens Company

This is your time, your chance to pull
ahead. You've never had this much
power before. And here's how you
can make the most of it...

by phone. Anytime.

Check your tax booklet

for information.

$'a Department of the TreasuryfJJtJn Internal Revenue Service

Changing fOT good.

iiiTeleFile
It's free. It's fast. It works.

This space donated by The Tech

EZ-er
than

1040EZ.

One company requested a refund
due to its disappointment with the
services it received at a career fair.
Although the Career Counci I
refunded the company's money,
concerns arose as a result of the
incident.

"There was a miscommunication
about expectations. SWE had some
complaints about working with [the
Career Council]," said Van L. Chu
'99, president of the Association of
Student Activities.

The ASA "was concerned
because it had a lot to do with the
MIT name," Chu said.

O'Dair said that the new rules
were not a direct result of the
problems with the Career Council.

"As I mentioned before, we have
been working on this prior to any
issues that resulted from the M IT
Career Council this past fall. The
problems that resulted, including
complaints from some companies,
may have hastened our efforts to
come up with guidelines," O'Dair
said.

Number of career fairs restricted
In addition to the restrictions on

hosting a career fair, the guidelines
state that "a maximum of three
student-organized career fairs will
be approved in any given semester."

"Some companies complained
that there were too many career
fairs, that they were forced to pick
and choose which event to attend
without knowing which was best for
their recruiting efforts. This is not
good for the sponsoring
organization, MIT students who are
doing a job search, or the companies
who expect a large turnout," O'Dair
said.

The new guidelines will not
significantly alter the current level
of RLSLP oversight of career fairs.

"Many of the student groups
who hold career fairs have done so
for years and we have worked
closely with them to do so, so the
level of interaction and support will
not change," O'Dair said.

The guidelines appear in the
1999 version of "A Guidebook to
Planning Events @ MIT" which is
published by CAC and RLSLP.

New York University is an affirmative action/equal
opportunity institution.

•Source: U.S. News and World Report

• Mathematics of derivative securities
• Quantitative risk management
• Stochastic processes and partial

differential equations
• Scientific computing
• Interest rate and currency modeling
•_Econometric analysis of financial data

Accepting applications for fall 1999
through April 1, 1999

For more information:
Telephone: 1-800-771-4NYU, ext. G30
(Monday-Friday. 9 a.m.-S p.m., EST)

E-mail: math-finance@cims.nyu.edu
Web site:
www.financial_mathematics.math.nyu.edu

and the majority of the annual
career fairs provide this level of
service. When they don't provide
this service, it reflects poorly on
MIT and the company may think
twice about returning to recruit
here; this is what we want to
prevent," O'Dair said.

Complaints that followed a
career fair in the fall co-sponsored
by the Society of Women Engineers
and the MIT Career Council make
the rules especially timely. The
problems arose as a result of the
difference in the level of services
promised by the two groups; the
Career Council charged recruiters'
more than SWE did, and the
difference was supposed to go
towards amenities such as a resume
book on CD-rom.

However, a few of the companies
recruited by the Career Council
complained to OCSPA that they had
not received what they had paid for.

Wall S
manageme~k
warecomp
competitive
technologic

If you are a ~~,:".:~1 ... ysics, economics, or
engineering m:~I91~quantitative finance
could provid~}Y.QM:;fwitha career making
full use of yoti.ra.echnical ability.

~~t~~~4
The Mathematics'm Finance master's

~~~~.~?;~
degree progran(a!,New York University's

:?:"':~i?:'v~
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences

1,,~
combines the fuCillty of the top-rated *
applied mathematics department in the
United States with practitioners from New
York's leading financial institutions.

The NYU program includes graduate
level course work in mathematics, com-
putation, finance theory, and practical
aspects of the finance industry.

COURANT INS.TITUTE

into hosting these kind of events,"
O'Dair said.

Staff for Student Activities and
the Office of Career Services and
Pre-Professional Advising drafted
the rules, which were reviewed by
the executive board of the
Association of Student Activities,
according to Katherine G. 0' Dair,
assistant dean of RLSLP.

"There were no guidelines [in
the past] ... for career fairs, and
discussion of creating some policies
began over a year ago with my
office and the Office of Career
Services and Pre-Professional
Advising," O~Dair said.

Rules to establish consistency
According to O'Dair, the new

rules will ensure a consistent level
of quality at career fairs.

"Companies who choose to
recruit at MIT expect a very high
level of professionalism and service,

253-1541

The Tech
News Hotline

J,

...

) .
By Susan Buchman
NEWS EDITOR

After disorganization at a career
fair'1 in the fall led to complaints
from from several recruiters, the
Campus Activities Complex and the
Office of Residential Life and
Student Life Programs released the
first-ever rules governing career
fairs.

Student groups interested in
organizing a career-related event
must now obtain written approval
from RLSLP and the Office of
Career Services and Preprofessional
Advising .at least four months in
advance of the event. To receive
appr,oval, the group must present a
written proposal or budget. Groups
may also be required to combine
events.

')-These new guidelines were not
meant to be restrictive, but
supportive of those groups who
hav~ put time, money, and effort

KRZYSTOF GAJOS-THE TECH
.T.I.M, MIT's resident rodent, cuts a slice from his birthday cake at a party held on Tuesday In
I,.obby 7. The beaver has been Mil's mascot for 85 years.

p'

: CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

.Help Wanted

$2000 Compensation Be a part of
cutting edge medical breakthroughs -
fastest growing specialization:
Infertility - Helping couples become
partnets. Seeking women between
age~ 21-34 to donate eggs. Simple
pro"cess. Highly confidential.
Significant compensation for short
period of time. Interested parties
who wish to be included are encour-
age€! to respond as soon as possi-
ble. Contact: JOAN 781-944-7813

.Servlces Offered

Part-Time Jobs catering Waitstaff &
Bartenders. Work when you want!
Tratnsportation Provided! Bartending
Cla:;ses also available! Call New
Dimensions Services (617) 423-
1999

New Guidelines for Career Fairs Released

\flPet Sitter Responsible, loving person
ne~ded to care for my two small dogs
in 'flis/her home starting mid-feb
through mid-may. You need to 1) like
dogs 2) have a flexible schedule that
permits you to walk them 4 times
daiiy 3 ) be able to care for them in
your home. Pay includes (somewhat
negotiable) wages and expenses.
Leave message at
tarnara.kett@pa.consulting.com or
621.864.8880 x236

EGG DONORS NEEDED! Desperately
wanted by infertile, hopeful parents.
All: races needed. Ages 21-30.
Compensation $3,500. Please Call
OPTIONS National Fertility Registry
(800) 886-9373

,-

http://www.swpc.siemens.com/jobs_n_career
mailto:math-finance@cims.nyu.edu
http://www.financial_mathematics.math.nyu.edu
mailto:tarnara.kett@pa.consulting.com
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Activities Staged Throughout MIT in King's Memory

MacVicar Professors
Care About Students'

This space donated by The Tech

", ,

MLK, from Page I

increasing backlash nationwide.
"In order to bring that strength

and justice to our society, all of us
must continue to ... speak out about
the Issue of race-sensitive
admissions in American higher
education," Vest said.

The celebration breakfast also

included an invocation by Rabbi
Joshua Eli Plaut from the MIT
Board of Chaplains. Plaut's father,
also a rabbi, participated in the
Freedom Rides with Dr. King in
1962.

M IT students participated in the
event as well. Both Maribel Gomez
'02 and Randal Pinkett G spoke
about Dr. King's legacy, and the

MIT Gospel Choir performed for
the over 400 students, faculty
members, and staff that attended the
breakfast.

MLK celebrated throughout MIT
The breakfast took place against

the backdrop of other festivities
commemorating Martin Luther
King Day and Black History Month.

The MLK Committee decorated
Lobby 7 to look like the National
Mall in Washington, D.C., where Dr.
King delivered his "I Have A
Dream" speech.

The installation, entitled
"Reflections: A tribute to all
individuals who have supported the
struggle for human rights," was
sponsored by the MLK committee
and designed by a group of students
led by Eto S. Otitigbe '99.

The mirrored surfaces
representing the reflecting pool in
the Mall were designed to "involve
the people in the installation ... so
you're looking at yourself from a
physical perspective as well as from
a deeper one," said Kerone H. Peat
'00, part of the group that set up the
Lobby 7 display.

Two musical performances in
Lobby 7 yesterday afternoon
rounded out the slew of events
scheduled for the MLK celebration.

Both the "Ain'a That Good
News" Gospel Quartet, featuring
Semenya McCord, Wannetta
Jackson, George W. Russell Jr., and
Byron Gibbs and the South Mass
Choir, directed by Darryll Matson
performed.

Students appreciated the music
and the "Reflections" display.

"I feel very moved by the music
and that the installation [of the D.C.
scene] has come to life ... I feel our
purpose being vindicated," Peat
said. '

"The fact that there is a gospel
choir singing in Lobby 7 ... is an
indication that our presence [as
minority students] is valued," said
Ticora V. Jones '00.

The celebration of Dr. King's
legacy has not ended. Tomorrow's
day-long "Cyber Sisters" conference
at the Tang Center will conclude
the Martin Luther King Jr.
festivities. The conference is
designed to bring together women
of color to discuss the applications
of information technology.

Minorities given MLK Award
Traditionally given to a faculty

member, an alumnus, and a student
whose contributions to MIT fulfill
the legacy of Dr. King, this year's

MacVlcar, from Page 1

in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering, was "really psyched"
to be named a MacVicar Faculty
Fellow in 1999.

He praised the program as "a
unique opportunity for professors
who spend a lot of time with
students to get together and discuss
ways to broaden their impact on
students."

When asked about the future of
undergraduate education in the
Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Slocum responded with
a wish to "speed the evolution of
synergy between design/
manufacturing courses and
engineering/science courses. One day
I hope to see both areas using the
same problem sets, thus decreasing
the workload and stress on both
professors as well as students."

Slocum also serves on the review

MLK Leadership Award recipients
were Alexander Slocum PhD '85,
Richard F. Williamson '~5, a.nd
Adriana L. Holguin '99 .

Slocum developed a web-based
forum called the Urban Design
Corps to teach and display concepts
in urban design. Williamson teaches
at an elementary school for children
who were expelled from the BOsJon
Public School System. '

The group of MLK Visiting
professors including Dr. Lloyd
Demetrius from Brain and Cogni~ive
Sciences, Dr. Lynda Jordan from
Chemistry, Dr. Pamela McCauley-
Bell from Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Dr. Starling Hun'ter
from the Sloan School of
Management, and Dr. Arnold
Stancell from Chemical Enginee!!ng
were also recognized at the
breakfast.

"We have slipped in some of the
categories of minorities at MIT oVer
the last 10 to 15 years. The MLK
Visiting Professor program is only
one mechanism to create the
presence of minority faculty OIl" tl1is
campus," said associate dean and
head of the Office of Minority
Education Leo Osgood, who' f.O-

,chaired the MLK Celebration
Committee with Professor of
Physics Michael S. Feld.

Mfume is a distinguished leader
Raised in Baltimore, Mfume

graduated from Morgan Stflte
University in 1976 anp received his
master's degree in international
studies from Johns Hopkins
University. '" 1

A former U.S. congressman for
Maryland, Mfume resigned from
Congress in 1996 to becq.me
President and CEO of the NAACP. \

In addition to leading the,
NAACP, Mr. Mfume currently
serves on the Morgan StlJte
University Board of Regents, the
Senior Advisory Committee of the
John F. Kennedy School, of
Government at Harvard UniversIty,
the Meyor-hoff National Advisory
Board of the University of
Maryland, and the Board lof
Trustees for the Enterprise
Foundation.

"

panel for the National Science
Foundation and the nominations
committee for the American Society
of Precision Engineering. t,

Lawrence J.Vale
Associate Professor of Urban

Studies and Planning Lawrence"'J.
Vale participates in a variety of
institute and departmental'~
committees. '~

Within the Department of Urban
Studies and Planning, Vale is the
head of the undergraduate program
and org'anizer of the faculty
colloquium, as well as a member of
the Urban Initiative Committee and
the Policy/Steering Committee. I.

Last fall, Vale taught
Introduction to Urban Design and
Development (11.001J) and
Imaging the City (11.947). ct

Vale is on leave for ~he spri'ng I
1999 semester and could not be
reached for comment.

'"

Something to~
feel good aDoiJt

.',

,
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rr========i1 THE LONDON SCHOOL'.l~~ OF ECONOMICS AND
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Deans Comment on
} :

~lIarassment Policyu

As markets across the planet are bound together .by
\1'" movements of capital and ideas, policy and strategy-

making in the public and private sectors become ever
more 'complex. In an in"creasingly -moD11e~--and

.'. accelerated world where some nations are uniting and
others disintegrating, and economic events in one
country may affect millions around the globe, the need

.\ for clear analysis and informed leadership is. acut~."u-

We're Designing the Future ...

Benefits arc worlu-dass whll:h mdude luiliwl
reimbursement, 3 weeks V,ll:atilln, stllek options, and a
~()I(k) plan to name a few. Positions arc available in lhe
San FralKisco Bay area and in central New Jersey

Wanna Help?!

You must have a rccord of acadcmic adlievemenl combined
with evidenl:e of Ica~ership skills and analYlil:al ability. In
addition to your BSfMaster's in Computer Sl:ieIKc/MIS (or
othcr relevant degree), you musl have a tedllliGll
understanding of the Internet, and be familiar wilh C. c++
ur JAVA, Unix and/or Windows NT, aflu undersland
relational databases.

Atlnvellla, you'll cnjoy a variety of assignments, cal:h one a
new challenge in the application of auvanl:cd tcchnology to

At Inventa, you will work on business application nitical business prohlems. Seize the opportunity for fast
development and systems integration projects as career growth in a company where Ihe sky ... your own
part of a team, analyze customers n~eds, develop~formance and ambj\ion ... a[c the limits.
specifications and design and implement solutions .

Our rupiu growth and IPO ambitions have fueled
the need for talenteu, high-encrgy achievcrs
capable of and eager 10 assume development and
leadership roles. We arc seeking a few tedlnology-
savvy graduates to join us.

INFORMATIONAL SESSION
Sunday, February 7, 1999

5-8pm
Sheraton Commander Hotel

At Harvard Square, 16 Gar:~en Street
Boston, MA 617-234-1351

fnventa Corporation is the leading intcrnational
systems integralOr of Internet customer interal:tion
solutions based in the heart of Silicon Valley. We
team with wrporate dients to define and neate
innovative Internet technology applications that
provide strategic business impact at high speed,
with fixed fees anu guaranteed on,sl.:hedulc
delivery.

If you .live and breathe technology and want
to be a part of the hottest Internet Systems
Integrator around, let's talk ...

Arnold R. Henderson.
"We don't do discipline because

it's contrary" to the philosophy of
counseling division, Henderson
said. Discipline, however, is
available through other groups.

"Any time a student feels
harassed to the level that
compromises the ability to pursue
goals, you have the right to- seek
redress with appropriate
mechanisms," said Leo Osgood,
associate dean and director of the
Office of Minority Education. In a
case like this, "I would review the
contents of the e-mail and then ask
the student what they wanted to do,
and then explain the mechanism,"
he said.

fE-mall.fr?m Page 1

hi-91to do what he did," Elenes said.
~ '''We all have stories of more
'subtle acts, not as blunt or as frank
as the e-mail in question," he said.

'. "You aren't surprised that it
happened, you just get upset that it
actually happened, and to you;' he
said.
. I'{The Office of Counseling and
Support Services, a division of
ODSUE, makes sure that students
are aware of what options they have,
and refers students to other institute
departments based on what course
of action a student wishes to take,
sird Associate Dean and Head of
Counseling & Support Services

Next door to the Cambridge Marriot
QUANTUM BOOKS
617-494-5042

For more information, visit our wcb site at www.inventa.COnl or email your resume to

iobs@inventa.com. Principals {Inly. Equal Opportunity Employer .

If you want to have fun, and begin your career where there is no limit, join the
dynamic world of Internet consulting at Inventa ... and then, let's PLAY!!

....

Quantum Books gives MIT students a discount
off publishersl list price whenever possible and
we never mark texts up over list price. Our title
information includes publisher's list price, our
selling price and the COOPprice, if available.

Consider our Frequent Buyer Program to
maximize your book purchasing dollars. The
Frequent Buyer Program provides discounts on
most books, including special orders for books we
do not stock as part of our regular inventory.

For information on becoming a frequent buyer
Click Here

Check our website
for info & prices.

INTERDISCIPLINARY. As the challenges our
graduates will face transcend economics, the core
training is integrated with optional courses from related
.disciplines, all at the MSc level. Students will be
expected to perform to the same standard as post-
graduates specialising in those areas at the LSE.

RIGOROUS. Structured around a core curriculum of
post-graduate economics, the programmes train students
with good mathematical aptitude to a high theoretical
and methodological standard.

. ).,

SMALL AND INTENSIVE. These are .intellectually
elite programmes designed to function with small
numbers of dedicated and enthusiastic students. Each
degree will admit only 20 students per year from ac~oss
the globe.

REAL- WORLD RELEVANCE. Our approach is
crystallized ip the core course Curreilt Economic Issues.
'This course brings the world's decision-makers and
shapers of opinion face-to-face with the leading lights of
academia and our students in a series of problem-
oriented'seminars, focused on the most pressing policy
issues of the day. Recent visitors to the School include
Olivier Blanchard, Alan Blinder; Fernando Henrique
Cardoso, Anatoly Chubais, Rudiger Dornbusch, Stanley
Fischer, Paul Krugman and Jeffrey Sachs.

INFORMA TION SESSION
12:00 to 3:00

Friday, February 5th
E52-398

The LS~ is proud to announce two new 2-year graduate
programmes designed to prepare the leaders of

rJ., .tomorrow, for an international economy at once
brimming .with opportunity and fraught with risk.
Anchored firmly in economics, these programmes also

,j employ the insights of politics, management, history and
law to address the most urgent pro.blems facing society
today.

I~ } MSc in Global Market Economics
.MSc in Public Financial Policy

ALL WELCOME
"

mailto:fE-mall.fr?m
http://www.inventa.COnl
mailto:iobs@inventa.com.
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OUR ENGINEERS HAVE THE FREEDOM'
TO DO ANYTHING THEY WANt.
INCWDlNG WRITING THIS AD.
Allowing our engineers a high degree of latitude in their work has produced numerous
patents, innovations and revolutionary technologies. Many engineers at Bose@consider this
freedom the best part of their job, so its no surprise that they'd want to talk about it.

Dan Gauger BS,EE, MS,EE - MIl

Dan has been part of our pioneering effort in noise cancelling technology,
leading to the development of Acoustic Noise Cancellint' headsets. Using feedback,
they virtually eliminate harmful low-frequency noise. The headsets are used by
civilian and military pilots, as well as army tank crews, to provide clearer
communication and reduce hearing damage .

.;-

.. What's refreshing about working here is the

way people think about problems. That's the big

thing. You may not know a lot about an area, but if
you're good at problem solving, you're given the

opportunity to stretch your wings, to think, and find

ways around barriers.

The headsets that were out

there didn't work very well.

They were uncomfortable,

couldn't effectivelyblock low-

frequency noise, and didn't

provide enough hearing pro-

tectIon.

Bosewas the first company

to manufacture AcousticNoise

Cancelling headsets. Noone had done this before,

there was nothing to use as a reference.

We've pushed feedback beyond what the textbooks

teach. I've tackled things Ihad no real experience in -

understanding hearing loss or solving tough EM!

problems where Icouldn't

simply wrap a metal box

around a circuit. I've tested

headsets on tanks inEurope
and spent three weeks in a

hanger in the Mojave desert

working on the Voyager

project. Bose not only let

me do these things, they

encouraged it.

.l..

-. (

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
DISCOVER MORE ABOUT BOSE. AITEND THESEMNTS:

ON-CAMPUS INFORMATION SESSION - TUESDA't; FEBRUARY ~ 7:30 PM, ROOM 4-270.
ON-cAMPUS OPEN INTERVIEWS - THURSDA't; FEBRUARY ", REGISTER AT THE MIT CAREER OFFI(£

-BIIS~
Better SOLB1d through research@

For more information fax or e-mail your resume to Lyn Van Huben, Bose Corporation,
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168. FAX:(508) 766-7031. E-mail: lyn_vanhuben@bose.com

www.bose.com

• I
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mailto:lyn_vanhuben@bose.com
http://www.bose.com
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Student Inlel ServiCeS
1 800-648-4849

AIM HIGH

Sun Splasb lOIn
1 800-426-nl0

www.airforce.com

Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force
Officer Training School. There you will become a commissioned
officer in just 12 weeks. From the start you'll enjoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year,

plus the opportunity to travel and
see the world. To discover how high

__ AlR_~ a career in the Air Force can take
-1aRC~ you, call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit

our website at www.airforce.com

1NantA
Challenge?

OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL

SI>:Il.I:MG ;mll.t'AK
.J4~4'~C4'!'!'!

ONE LOVE. oNI£IIE.4IlT. oNE GIlI£.4T 1>.4IlTY!!!
IT's TII ..T TIWIf OF YIf.. 11WIIdl TIIOIIS I>S OF STIII>If"TS COWIf

TO .... W.. IC.. TO FIfIfL "LL I1IGIIT .;,FOI1 lI"IlI'LlI'~"'ILI' IllhC!'!!!
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Price is per person based on quad occupancy; from select departure cities. Other cities may qualify for reduction or
require surcharge. US and Jamaica departure taxes (currently $59) and $9 handling charge additional. Rates increase $30

on 12/15198. Peak-week surcharges/off.week discounts may apply. Restrictions and cancellation penalties apply.
Umited availability. Subiecllo chanQe without notice. Call for full details on hotel selection and availability.
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"l' POLICE LOGt----------------------------- ~
The following incidents were reported to the Campus Police between Jan. 4 and Jan. J 5. Information is

compiled from the Campus Police s weekly crime summary and from dispatcher logs.
The report does not include alarms, general service calls, or incidents not reported to the dispatcher.
Jan 4: Bexley, report pf gas smell, discovered stove pilot out;. 33 Mass. Ave. bike rack, bike secure with

chain and padlock stolen $400; Bldg. W31, report of fraudulent use of credit card via of the internet; Albany
annex lot, victim reports vehicle broken.into, no signs of entry or anything missing; Bldg. NW16 report of
homeless person in building, individual left on his own before CP arrival; Student Ctr., camera stolen $70;
Bldg. E40, computer stolen while in the process ,of moving $7,000; Bldg. E 17, report of suspicious person;
West Garage, '99 Toyota broken into, cellular phone missing $200; '95 Ford broken into, binoculars stolen
$50; New House, harassing phone calls; Bldg. E23, beanie babies stolen $35.

Jan 5: Bldg. NWIO, report of intoxicated person, individual was gone upon CP arrival; Bldg. E52, laptop
computer stolen $3,000; New House, parents concerned about students well-being, same okay and contacted
parents; Edgerton House, report of two intoxicated persons fighting, individuals were directed to shelter;
Bldg. 24, report of suspicious activity; Bldg. 10, report of homeless person, gone upon CP arrival; Bldg.
W34, report of wallet stolen, wallet was only misplaced .

Jan 6: Bldg. 12, MIT 10 card stolen; Bldg. 42, walkie-talkies 'stolen $1,300; Ames St. report of trunk
open on vehicle, same checked out okay; Bldg. 39 report of minor flooding; Amherst St. routine check and
inquiry on vehicle, same waiting for an employee; Assist Cambridge Police on Memorial Dr. and Wadsworth
for vehicle accident; Assist Cambridge Police at Mass. Ave. and Memorial Dr. with medical assist.

Jan 7: Bldg. 20, suspicious persons, same identified and checked out okay; Westgate, John Mellor arrested
on domestic assault; Student Ctr., wallet stolen $6; Bldg. 4, report of laser pointer being "shot" at students,
same was an experiment and supervised by a technical instructor; Bldg. 2, wallet stolen unknown value; Bldg.
36, computer stolen $2,900; Rear of Bldg. NW14, suspicious activity, same checked out okay; Bldg. NW17,
homeless person, same issued trespass warning.

Jan 8: Green Hall, report of homeless person asleep in foyer, individual was sent along; Alpha Tau
Omega, reports of persons throwing snowballs; Assist Cambridge Police, report of motor vehicle accident
Memorial Dr. at Audrey St.; Hayden Library, wallet stolen $50; Amherst alley, vehicle struck light pole
causing damage to light pole; Bldg. 20, backpack containing cell phone stolen $260; Number Six Club, report
of an intruder, individual was located in Theta Delta Chi, alcohol citation issued for category #1; Bldg. E53,
report of room unsecured, same.investigated,

Jan 9: Westgate lowrise parking lot, window of '96 Dodge broken; Cambridge St and Third Ave. MIT
vehicle involved in vehicle accident; Student Center, report of person living fn a custodial closet, same was a
terminated employee from a Studnet Center business; Alpha Tau Omega, report of snowballs being thrown
from roof.

Jan 10: DuPont Gum, backpack stolen containing clothing and cash $265; report of homeless person
sleeping in restroom, individual was leaving on his own; Bldg. 68, report of skateboarders, Sllme dispersed;
Walker, report of broken window; Bldg. NW12, report of homeless persons blocking doorway, same were
moved along.

Jan 11: Bldg. 26, report of wood stolen $200; Alumni Pool, cash and credit card stolen from wallet $130;
Student Ctr., Bldg. 2, 1) Andrew T. Parziale arrested for trespassing; 2) suspicious activity, trespass warnings
issued; 3) graffiti.

Jan 12: 33 Mass. Ave., bicycle stolen $400; Bldg. 10, wallet stolen $20; 77 Mass. Ave, backpack stolen
containing checkbook and calculator, checks were later cashed for $600, calculator $80; Assist Cambridge
Police at Main St. and Ames St. with homeless person, who was transported by ambulance; New House
report of stolen ski jacket, same recovered in friends room; Hayward St. at Amherst St. vehicle vs. bicylist
minor injuries.

Jan 13: Student Ctr. report of suspicious persons; Bldg. 54, CPU stolen, $2,399; Bldg. 3, report of man
screaming in mens' room, situation resolved without incident.

Jan 14: Alpha Tau Omega, report of persons throwing snowballs off roof; Bldg. 7, assist Cambridge
Police with a report of a 911 hang up call, unable to locate any problem; Bldg. 18, report of suspicious
activity.

Jan 15: Amherst Alley, report of suspicious vehicle, same checked out okay; Alpha Tau Omega, report of
ice balls being thrown off roof; Bldg. 26, Stephen Gouldreault arrested for trespassing; Sloan Lot, report of
suspicious vehicle, same checked out okay; Memorial Dr. assist State Police with motor vehicle accident;
Bldg. E IS, report of suspicious person, same wa<;identified as a delivery person; Eastgate, food left on stove
causing heavy smoke; New House, noise complaint; Bldg. 4, computer stolen $5150; Theta Delta Chi,
sprinkler head broken off causing water damage.
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The School of Humanities and Social Science
Congratulates

THE 1999 BURCHARD SCHOLARS
I .~

t.

Jonna Anderson '00
Kelly Brogan '00
Jasper Chen '00

Jason Chicola '00
Benjamin Chun '00

Sharmin Ghaznavi '00
Eric Gunther '00

Madhulika Jain '00
Risat Jannat '00
Marie Kosley '01
Jason Krug '00
Berta Liao '00

Katherine Cherry Liu '00
David Matsa '00

Martin Mbaya '00

Xiaomin Mou '00
Sripriya Natarajan '00

Richard Possemato '01
Janelle Prevost '00

Millie Roy' 00
Krzyszt6f Rybak '00
Rachel Stanley '00

Andreas Sundquist '01
Gaurav Tewari '00

Jason Wasfy '01
Jonathan Woon '00

David Zych '00

-~

The Burchard Scholars Program 'brings together distinguished members of the faculty and
promising sophomores and juniors who have demonstrated excellence in some aspect of the
humanities, arts, and 'social sciences as well as in science or engineering. The Burchard
Program format is a series of dinner-seminars held during the academic year to discuss topics of
current research introduced by MIT faculty members.

THE BURCHARD SCHOLARS PROGRAM IS SPONSORED BY
THE DEAN'S OFFICE, SCHOQL OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
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UPCOMING HOME .EVENTS
Friday, February 5
Pistol vs. U.S. Naval Academy

February 5, 1999 '

SPORTS
Feldman Shatters Freshman
5,OOOmRecord By 16 Seconds'

Saturday, February 6
Men's Basketball vs. Springfield College, I :00 p.m.
Men's Indoor Track vs. Bowdoin College, Middlebury College,
Springfield College and Westfield College, I :00 p.m.
Men's and Women's Fencing vs. Yale University

Monday, February 8
Women's Basketball vs. Wentworth Institue of Technology, 7:00 p.m.

If'5 JaM. Call fhe lR<;
at,) ha....1 ~f real fa5f.

Introducing TeleFile from the IRS. If you are single and filed
Form 1040EZ last year, you can file your tax return in ten minutes

by phone. Anytime. Check your tax booklet for information.

$'~ Department of the Treasury :••1•••=~eleFile~J' Internal Revenue Service .••
Changing for good. It's free. It's fast. It works.

This space donated by The Tech

By Roger Crosley
DIRECTOR OF SPORTS INFORMATION

In a recent Quad Cup indoor
track meet, Dan Feldman '02
shattered the MIT freshman record
~~~~~~ in the 5,000

C:'YlOrts meter race by0:r more than 16
Ct"t. rts see 0 n d s .
01/;0 Feld~an ran a .

14:54.21 to
break the mark set by teammate
Chris McGuire '00 during the 1997
season.

Women's Basketball
Vicky Best '99 scored 14 points

in a recent game against Elms
College to become the leading
women's basketball career point
scorer in MIT history. Best hit a
three pointer on her final shot of the
game to lift her career total to 1,199

points. Best eclipsed the mark of
Mary Casserberg '94 by one point.
In the same game forward Katie
Spayde '99 scored a single game
career high 24 points.

Women's Gymnastics
Sonja Ellefson '0 I started the

gymnastic season with a bang.
Ellefson won the all-around
competition in meets against
Division II Southern Connecticut
and Division I Yale. She won the
beam in a recent meet against
Southern Connecticut. Ellefson also
won both vault and bars events,
scoring a personal best 9.4 against
Yale University and the University
of Wisconsin Eau-Claire.

Men's Basketball
For the second consecutive week,

Zach Inman '01 was named the New

England Women's & Men's Athletic ...
Conference Co-Player of the Week'
for basketball. Inman received the
honor after averaging 25.7 points
and 11.3 rebounds in three games. In"
a victory over Emerson College,
Inman scored a career high 31 points
and grabbed 17 rebounds. He was,
also named to the Eastern College
Athletic Conference New England
Division III Weekly Honor Roll.

. 'Crew
The heavyweight crew teams

swept the University of Miami at the
Miami Invitational Regatta during:
the team's recent training trip to
Florida. In the varsity eight race the
Engineers set a new course record.
with at time of 2:34.7, defeating the'
MIT lightweights by 2.7 seconds
and Miami's heavyweights by 15.5
seconds.

FactSet is an equal opportunity employer

FactSet is the leading provider of online financial, market,.and economic
information. Our product is used by over 10,000 investment
professionals worldwide to research companies, industries, and
economies.

Information Session
Monday, February 8, 1999

Room 8. 105
7:00pm

Interviews
Tuesday, February 9, 1999

Career Center

Software Engineers - We look for experi~nce in C/C++, exposure to
GUI frameworks, Perl / HTML, algorithmic analysis and design, software
engineering practices, Microsoft Windows application development,
graphics, and statistical/quantitative analysis.

www.factset.com

ANNIE CHOI-THE TECH
Bob Moser '99 hangs above the net as he fires a spike at his
Harvard Opponents In Wednesday's volleyball match. MIT
won the match 3-2.
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G o R D I A N
THINKING BEYOND BEYOND
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Challenging Environment • Exciting R&D Projects
You could be a GORDIAN Engineer!

Talented computer and electri;al engineers should.plan now to get
acquainted with GORDIAN during our visit to your campus

February 16, 1999, 6:30pm-9:30pm. Room 4-149

Check us out today at: www.gordian.com
Interested? E-mail usnow:recruit@gordian.com

G~E~.e
,20361 ../r.vine.-Avenue • Sflnta Ana He.ights, CA 92701 .

Seeking Special
Egg Donor

Loving infertile academic
couple is hoping to find a \.
compassionate woman to
help us have a baby. Our
ideal donor is intelligent,
age 21-30, 5' to 5' 6 tall
with small to medium
build, fair complexion, and
possibly, though not
necessarily, a Jewish
heritage. We would :,'
sincerely appreciate your
consideration.

Compensation ','
$6,500 plus

~PTIONS

(800) 886-9373 ext 7458 '"

http://www.factset.com
http://www.gordian.com
mailto:usnow:recruit@gordian.com
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